in titles or in abstracts. Volume 41 (1994) brought the addition of a subject index, divided into three distinct parts: (1) periods; (2) doctrines, disciplines, and trends of thought; and (3) concepts and categories.
A Glossaire / Glossary, published as a supplement in 1995, lists translation equivalents for frequently occurring terms and expressions across the fi ve languages used in the Bibliographie.
39.
Bibliographie de la philosophie/Bibliography of Philosophy, 1998-. CD-ROM. Paris: Librairie Philosophique J. Vrin, 2000-.
A CD-ROM version of entry 38. At this writing in November 2005, three installments, each of the last two superseding its predecessor(s), are listed on the Web site of the sponsoring Institut International de Philosophie (http://www.umr8547.ens.fr/Productions/iip-Publications.html). The fi rst disk, issued in 2000, covered 1998 only; the second, issued in 2001, provided cumulated coverage for 1998-2000; and the latest installment, issued in 2004, covers 1998-2002. (That the latest disk listed actually exists is consistent with plans described in a May 2004 communication from the Institut to the author of this guide, but could not be independently confi rmed.) Issuance of fi les for years prior to 1998 was also foreseen but has not occurred to date. Similarly, reported negotiations toward the goal of making the database available online, with implementation originally anticipated sometime in 2005, have not yet come to fruition. Efforts to obtain updated information on these plans have been unsuccessful as of late 2005.
40.
Dietrich's Index philosophicus, 1983-. Munich: K. G. Saur, 1997-. CD-ROM.
As of late 2005, this CD-ROM resource comprised a retrospective disc (Basisdatenbank) covering the years1983-1996 and a cumulated fi le for the period (Berichtszeitraum) 1997-2004, supplemented by twice-annual updates. The 1983-1996 compilation, originally issued at Osnabrück by Felix Dietrich Verlag, 1998, was marketed in North America for a time by the Philosophy Documentation Center as Index Philosophicus. Both it and subsequent issues are scarce in U.S. libraries at this writing.
DIP is a multilingual index to journal articles, book reviews, and essays from Festschriften on philosophy, theology, and religious studies. It is compiled by drawing material in these areas from three interdisciplinary indexes: the Internationale Bibliographie der Zeitschriftenliteratur (IBZ), the Internationale Bibliographie der Rezensionen (IBR), and the Internationale Jahresbibliographie der Festschriften (IJBF). Searchable subject headings are assigned in both German and English, and the retrieval program supports a standard variety of additional access points and search strategies. The publisher's Web site (September 2005) advertises that a combined total of 696,852 items are represented on the two cumulative discs.
Although DIP' s coverage overlaps signifi cantly with that of the Philosopher's Index (entry 47) as well as the International Philosophical Bibliography (entry 43), wider inclusion of European philosophical publications provides an advantage over the former, while advantages over both lie in the comprehensive indexing of the Festschriften literature and (for some users) the subject coverage combining philosophy with theology and religious studies.
41.
Francis The fi nal title change (including addition of the subtitle in English) occurred in 1991. Surprisingly, a single continuous sequence of volume numbers was maintained throughout all these changes. Print publication ceased with the 1994 volume. Since then this publication's coverage has been effectively carried forward, and retrospectively duplicated, by the online and CD-ROM datebase FRANCIS, which provides interdisciplinary coverage of the humanities and social sciences but no longer affords the distinct identity for philosophy that existed in the print era. Francis bulletin signalétique 519 employs a classifi ed arrangement, with the plan de classement or classifi cation scheme (both French and English-language versions) printed in the front of each issue. Abstracts, usually brief, are in French, regardless of the language of the article or the origin of the journal in which it is published. Book reviews, but not books themselves, are included, and are often summarized in a short abstract as well. An index of journals covered in each issue is provided, as well as separate author and subject indexes. All three indexes are cumulated in annual indexes, or tables annuelles, which appeared as a fi fth issue supplementing the regular quarterly issues.
42.
Index Philosophicus . CD-ROM.
See entry 40.
43.
International Philosophical Bibliography/Répertoire bibliographique de la philosophie/Bibliografi sch repertorium van de wijsbegeerte , 1991-. Vol. 43-. Louvain: Institut superieur de Philosophie, Université Catholique de Louvain/Hoger Instituut voor Wijsbegeerte, Katholieke Universiteit te Leuven, 1991 -. Frequency varies. From 1949 through 1990 , this trilingually titled publication carried only the French title Répertoire bibliographique de la philosophie. For convenience, it will be referred to here as the IPB/Répertoire.
Writing before the advent of the Philosopher's Index (entry 47), H. J. Koren (see note under entry 8) called this "perhaps the most important tool for assembling a bibliography on a particular subject." While the importance of the IPB/Répertoire has unquestionably diminished since then, at least for the typical English-speaking scholar or student, it remains for some an alternative and for others a signifi cant supplement to the Philosopher's Index. It covers a number of non-English journals not included in the Phil Index, and also many non-English books, which the Phil Index excludes as a matter of policy. Unlike the Phil Index, however, the IPB/Répertoire does not provide abstracts.
The scope and arrangement of the IPB/Répertoire are thoroughly explained-in French, English, Dutch, German, Spanish, and Italian-in the introduction to the fi rst issue of each annual volume. As it has since 1949, it focuses its attention on materials in these languages: Catalan, Dutch, English, French, German, Italian, Latin, Portuguese, and Spanish. Works in other languages may be included, but the exhaustiveness claimed for the languages mentioned is specifi cally disclaimed for any others. Entries for books and journal articles are intermingled in the classifi ed arrangement, but those for books and collections (such as conference proceedings) are distinguished by an asterisk. The classifi cation scheme divides broadly into a historical section, with both chronological and geographical subdivisions, and a systematic section, subdivided for major branches of philosophic thought. Prior to 1997, annual volumes consisted of three regular issues listing articles and books, but lacking indexes, plus a fourth (the November issue) reserved for book reviews and a cumulated annual index. Since 1997, though the IPB/Répertoire remains formally a quarterly, issues have regularly been combined: into a single issue for 1997 (vol. 49) and into double issues (numbered "1-2" and "3-4") for subsequent years. Each combined issue now incorporates book review listings and has its own index. The latter remains limited to a general name index for authors, translators, and reviewers, and also, in a feeble gesture toward subject indexing, philosophers mentioned in the titles of works cited.
As an independent publication under its former French-only and present trilingual titles, the IPB/Répertoire succeeds a previous incarnation, from 1934 to 1948, as a supplement to the Revue néo-scholastique de philosophie, later the Revue philosophique de Louvain, and also, for part of the same period, as a supplement to the Dutch Tijdschrift voor philosophie under the title Biliographisch repertorium. (Most of this period has since been more thoroughly covered by De Brie's Bibliografi a philosophica, entry 12). Both the IPB/ Répertoire 's origins and its present sponsorship suggest, and explain, a Neo-Scholastic orientation. However, any bias is noticeable in the inclusion of material others might consider marginal rather than in the exclusion of anything generally considered central to philosophy.
44.
International Philosophical Bibliography/Répertoire bibliographique de la philosophie/Bibliografi sch repertorium van de wijsbegeerte , 1997-. CD-ROM. Louvain: Peeters Press, n.d. The 1997-2000 CD-ROM, corresponding to volumes 49 to 52 of the printed publication, was advertised as containing records for some 24,000 books, 20,000 articles, and 13,000 book reviews. Search software included on the disc permits "simple searches" General Indexes, Abstract and Review Sources, and Serial Bibliographies / 37 via no less than 18 different indexes. Advanced searching using Boolean operators, wildcards, and so forth, is also supported.
45.
International Philosophical Bibliography/Répertoire bibliographique de la philosophie/Bibliografi sch repertorium van de wijsbegeerte . Online.
The online version of the IPB/Répertoire (cf. entries 43 and 44) became available in 2004. It shares the classifi ed structure as well as the content of the print index, but it affords additional access points including article or book titles, journal titles, subject keywords (limited to specifi cally philosophical expressions in English only), and ISBNs for books; and it also provides Boolean search capabilities and the ability to limit searches by language, type of document, year of publication, or specifi c personal name categories such as authors, editors, collaborators, or translators. The database is divided into a retrospective fi le (1990 through 1996) and a current fi le (1997 forward). Access is by institutional subscription. Provisions originally made for limited "daypass" access by individuals had been suspended by late 2005. Information about the database as well as access to it from authorized locations are available at http://pob.peeters-leuven.be/.
46.
Novaia literatura po sotsialnym i gumanitarnym naukam: fi losofi ia i sotsiologiia, 1993-. Moscow: INION RAN, 1993-. Monthly.
The principal Russian-language index to periodical literature in philosophy, covered in combination with sociology. It is part of the larger indexing project designated by its main title. Russian and other Slavic-language journals are particularly well represented, but the scope is international. It is not uncommon that half or more of the entries in a given subject section represent articles or reviews in English and other non-Slavic European languages, printed in roman alphabet. Brief abstracts, where present, are always in Russian. Main entries are organized by a detailed subject classifi cation encompassing branches and subbranches of philosophy and historical periods. The sociology section is distinct from that for philosophy but follows it without interruption in the classifi cation scheme.
The index under its present title was formed by the merger of Novaia inostrannaia literature po obschestvennyym naukam: fi losofi ia i sotsiologiia (Moscow: Akademiia nauk SSSR, 1976 SSSR, -1992 and Novaia otechestvennaia literatura po obshchestvennym naukam: fi losofi ia i sotsiologiia, the latter issued for only a single year (Moscow: INION RAN, 1992) and preceded by Noviaia sovetskaia literatura po obshchestvennym naukam: fi losofskie nauki (Moscow: Akademiia nauk SSSR, 1976 SSSR, -1991 .
47.
The Philosopher's Index, 1967-. Vol. 1-. Bowling Green, Ohio: Philosophy Documentation Center, Bowling Green State University, 1967-1998; Bowling Green, Ohio: Philosopher's Information Center, 1998-. Quarterly with annual cumulation.
Launched in 1967, The Philosopher's Index quickly established itself as the preeminent indexing and abstracting service for philosophers and students in the Anglo-American orbit, and for many beyond it as well. All major philosophy journals in English, French, German, Spanish and Italian are indexed, along with selected journals in other languages and related interdisciplinary publications. By 2005, more than 550 journals from 40 countries and in 30 languages were being indexed in full or in part. Coverage was extended to books in 1980, but only to books in English. The subtitle, An International Index to Philosophical Periodicals, had the words "and Books" added in 1982 to refl ect this widened scope.
After some initial variation, the Index settled into its present pattern of organization, a highly satisfactory one that deserves wider emulation. The basic division is into subject and author listings, with full bibliographic information and abstract (always in English) furnished in the author section. The subject index refers to the full entries in the author section, but because it provides the title and author of the cited article or book (not, e.g., just an entry number), the user can often assess an item's likely relevance from the information in the subject index alone. This reduces laborious fl ipping between indexes. Subject descriptors, while mostly narrow and specifi c, sometimes cast so wide that they net unmanageably large numbers of entries (especially in the annual cumulation). In compensation, however, items are usually listed under several, even many, descriptors. 
48.
The Philosopher ' s Index. Online and CD-ROM. Bowling Green, Ohio: Philosopher's Information Center.
The electronic version of the Philosopher's Index, available both online and on CD-ROM, embraces the content of the current print index from its commencement in 1967 (entry 47) as well as two retrospective print indexes that extended coverage back to 1940 (entries 49 and 50). At this writing in October 2005, both electronic formats are available through Ovid Technologies (formerly SilverPlatter), the online version also through the database services of OCLC FirstSearch and Cambridge Scientifi c Abstracts (CSA). When multiple databases are licensed from these same vendors, it is often possible to search Philosopher's Index and other indexes simultaneously. Each vendor applies its own search interface to the content of the index, but all afford most of the standard access points and search techniques, such as Boolean searching and use of truncated terms. Of course, search software is highly subject to change-as are database vendors. A vivid reminder of this comes if one consults the "Hints for Effective Searches" in the 1998 printed Philosopher's Index Thesaurus, rev. 2nd ed., which is geared to the now defunct Dialog Corporation version of the database. Incidentally, the actual thesaurus of subject descriptors in that publication can certainly be used to abet online searching, but the various vendor platforms provide handier and more up-to-date equivalents for identifying appropriate descriptors, such as the "Index" and "Suggest" functions of the Ovid interface or CSA's browsable indexes.
The database is reported to contain some 328,000 records as of 2005 and to add some 14,000 each year. Until recently, the electronic version of the Philosopher's Index notoriously omitted book reviews, which command a separate section in the printed index. Citations to book reviews began appearing in late 2004, however, and are now included back to 1994 (vol. 28 of the print version).
